The late-night storm shakes
The house, waking the old woman.
Slowly finding the button of the lamp, She pushes i t but the dark remains.
She bends to pull open the nightStand drawer^S he reaches
The flashlight, grips it and clicks;
Cradling reassurance she moves
Her hand and watches as the room proves
To hold still a battery of belongings.
The storm quiets* Now she sees
The portrait, now the patterned carpet.
All startling storms
Seem but one.
Culminating in thundering
Passed through her past.
The storm-renewed sky cracks, Her bones ache, wanting to drop,
The bedroom flickers, dark-stopping A moment as the small guiding circle
Passes from patterns to wooden planks. Flowing as they float,
The doll was Mother's once.
She was white-faced too.
At the desk again the light surrounds A praying figure she had formed and baked.
Picking it up and imagining her hands, She smiles and moves from side to side.
Dough from fields
Where wheat moves
Flown by wind. Pointing and following the dim circle, She returns to the patterned carpet.
As the storm stops, the flashlight fails, Batteries burned and generation gone. Replacing screams with tears,
Anger with an aching chest.
Allowing your self to collapse
On the floor-unclenching your fist.
Frightful laughter springs from your tears.
As you crawl for the window a new cycle Where were the first joyful colors found?
You took no love to infinitize.
Regina and the earth are behind
Where you left the snowflake tingling.
Going back to look
Into human eyes, Now knowing your need.
Again you leap and trust And what then-when we can't hear?
Must we see and share our seeing.
An end before the end?
What then-when we can't see?
Must we be attentive.
To find by ear a dark and strange
Blind beginning?
What then-when we can't touch a brush or paint.
Or move strings to create?
What when we can't feel skin Or touch-or touch? Enter our own minds backwards thenHandless, stumbling, waking our sleep Until we fall in sleep and cannot wake?
And what bottom will we hit?
Will our voice be blasted from us? Faces won't fail to reveal i t .
Expressions aren't exempt.
Whosoever claims allegiance falsely»
Whosoever fails to deliver personal messages.
Whosoever abuses, tortures, or confines.
Causes that face to stare, Outside-in, inside-out, Aware only of despair.
Close the book-for God's sake close the book On these morbid painters.
No-we must go through the mug-shotsYou must find the face For you have seen him--You are the witness.
Look at these expressions-
Here is a three-time loser.
Is he the one? Are you the one? In an otherwise vacated field.
Is he the one?
Is that it?
Go in there and stand on the globe
In the air.
Can you see us now?
He can't speak you see-
We could keep him in our book, page forty-three Who goes there?
Waitr before you go.
Have you been remiss?
Hang i t up.
Hang yourself
In the a i r Demanding hollow acts of you?
But this arc began with age
And I was to speak of the invisible bottom of our circle,
